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The Digital Revolution Is Breaking Traditional IT 

Data has become a, if not the, transformative business asset. Almost all (86%) IT decision makers surveyed by ESG agree, 
“If we do not embrace digital transformation, we will be a less competitive and/or effective organization.”1 Digital 
transformation, however, requires transformative infrastructure. Cloudian and Seagate are redefining how enterprise IT 
storage infrastructure is designed, manufactured, and serviced in order to deliver something that surpasses traditional 
limits. The result is a solution designed to change the infrastructure cost equation while empowering businesses to unlock 
new value leveraging their data, the key to digital business success.  

The Necessity of the Hyperscale Enterprise Storage 

To reap the rewards of successful digital businesses, organizations are 
throwing investment dollars at increasing data creation, storage, and 
access. Companies that are mature in their digital transformation 
initiatives are increasing IT budgets at a rate of nearly three times that 
of those yet to embark on a transformation project.2 Even with the 
increased investment, technology is an issue. Technology issues (38%) 
tied with collaboration across different groups as the most commonly 
identified challenge or concern with digital transformation initiatives.3 

The digital business behemoths have already addressed the ineffectiveness of traditional IT with the advent of hyperscale 
infrastructure. The typical enterprise, even a larger and digitally transformed enterprise, however, is too small to leverage 
IT component manufacturers directly, and therefore is unable to access hyperscale-level economics. Even leveraging public 
cloud infrastructure services (IaaS) is not a panacea, and the costs do not match those of hyperscale. In addition, 41% of IT 
organizations indicate that they have pulled a workload back from IaaS.4 And a subsequent study identified data security 
and cost as the two most commonly identified reasons behind these moves.5 Enterprises need on-premises infrastructure 
solutions that offer hyperscale-like economics capable of delivering private cloud solutions with enterprise-level 
capabilities and management.  

                                                             
1 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, December 2017. 
2 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, March 2019. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, December 2017. 
5 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, Tipping Point: Striking the Hybrid Cloud Balance, October 2018. 
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Cloudian and Seagate Leverage Hyperscale Model to Deliver Massive Enterprise File/Object Store  

Seagate, an industry leader and supplier to hyperscale environments, is partnering with storage software innovator 
Cloudian to deliver something truly transformational. Starting with a hyperscale blueprint, Seagate and Cloudian have 
designed an incredibly dense, massive unstructured (file and object) storage solution appropriately named the Cloudian 
HyperStore Xtreme, Powered by Seagate. Built using next-generation storage building blocks, with each one offering 1.5PB 
raw storage across 96 drives in only four rack units (4U), the HyperStore Xtreme delivers a massive 18PB in a single rack.  

Seagate’s integrated design / manufacturing approach along with Cloudian’s software-defined technology ensure 
(according to the partnership) a time -to-market at least 6 months faster than with traditional enterprise systems, meaning 
greater cost savings sooner. For example, the companies are claiming the HyperStore Xtreme is first-to-market with 
support for 16TB drives. 

Further improving enterprise storage economics, the Cloudian-Seagate solution is designed to become more efficient and  
reduce the cost per capacity as the size increases. Additionally, costs will further decrease over time as modules are 
swapped out with more cost-efficient units. Based on analysis done by the two companies, the net result is an 85% savings 
in TCO when compared with public cloud infrastructure for a 10PB solution over five years.  

 

Both sides of the solution were designed from the ground up for the specific demands of massive storage environments. 
Cloudian’s unstructured (file and object) storage software offers the most S3 API-compatible (according to Cloudian) 
storage with hybrid cloud data movement, and built-in resiliency, data protection, and replication for up to 14 nines data 
durability. With S3 assuming the role as the de facto standard for public and private cloud storage, Cloudian’s decision to 
be fully S3 compatible from Day 1 has separated it from the more traditional storage providers. 

On the hardware side, Seagate has integrated AcousticShield™ noise attenuation technology to improve drive performance 
and reliability, along with dual active controllers in the same chassis offering high availability without consuming additional 
rack units for improved density. The system, however, still offers all the serviceability and customer-replaceable 
components demanded in enterprise deployments. 

The Bigger Truth  

Transformation begins with doing things differently. Businesses can’t expect to compete in this new data-driven era using 
old tools developed for an earlier time. Cloudian and Seagate have changed the storage infrastructure paradigm, with 
enterprise-level hyperscale storage infrastructure that can fundamentally shift the IT cost equation. Digital transformation 
is quickly separating markets into winners and losers, and success requires new ways of thinking and new technologies like 
what Cloudian and Seagate are delivering. 
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